Figure 13.0
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3.2.1 Levels of coalescence.
In terms of edge treatments the plans figures 10.0 to 13.0 show four versions
with a number of common features. The edge examples selected define four
main edge treatments – see figure 14.0.
•

A relatively small area the to north and north west, adjacent
to the Ise valley, is shown as being an area of moderate
separation including meadows – edge card 19 – buildings in
a park like setting – edge card 4 – views over playing fields
- edge card 5 – and tree lined boulevards with wide verges –
edge cards 21 and 25.

•

The boundary immediately adjacent to the built up edge of
Wellingborough and the proposed edge of WEAST is seen
as building dominated with a high degree of integration
between WEAST and any new development. Hard, well
integrated edges with relatively high built form density are
suggested by edge cards such as 26 (chosen by all four
groups), 24, 26 and 27.

•

The eastern boundary of the site was seen by all groups as
having a high level of separation between new development
and adjacent settlements. The eastern edge was described
using seven cards – views over fields and open pasture –
edge cards 1, 8 and 19 – views playing fields – edge card 5
and country lanes with high hedges and woodland – edge
cards 15 and 16. Tree lined boulevards with wide verges.
Vistas back into development along this edge should
present a filtered view of new development broken by trees,
open space and hedges.

•

The southern boundary adjacent to the Nene valley was
seen as being predominantly green but with a high level of
visual and physical access. Views from properties with
deep front gardens over fields to the river – edge card 1and views over pasture – edge card 19 - were selected.
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Table 16.0 presents the edge cards selected by at least two groups. Those
selected by only one group are shown in appendix B.
Table 16.0 Selected Edge cards
Card selected by all four groups

Cards selected by at least three groups
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Cards selected by at least two groups.

The selected cards present not just a picture of the type of edge
recommended but also present information showing the levels of both
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physical and visual separation that can be achieved by that particular type
when using the elements and land uses indicated on the cards.
Figure 14.0 presents a composite edge-type distribution showing the locations
around the site boundary for the general edge treatment as recommended by
workshop groups. This provides a palette of edge treatments linking levels of
desired separation with land uses and physical elements. This can be
employed by the design and planning teams to achieve separation, land use
provision requirements and character indications.
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3.2.2 Links, movement and uses
In regard to links and movement figures 15.0 to 18.0 present the groups’
movement proposals and indications of use and service distributions (see
section 3.2.3). Each group was asked to indicate the potential movement
patterns into and within the workshop area. The plans figures 15.0 to 18.0
represent variations on a number of common themes.
The main common features are:


All groups see the movement network being highly integrated to both
WEAST and to the centre of Wellingborough



All groups showed their main, busiest (level 5) routes focused on the
station as an interchange hub.



Main traffic (level 4) is also split to run south to the A45 from the
centre of the WEAST development.



All groups show a network of cycle and path ways running through
the Ise and Nene valleys. Groups A, C and D show cycle and
pathway links to countryside and wood land to the east of new
development. Group D propose the establishment of a strategic
cycle way running along the Ise and Nene.



Groups B and C propose a public transport system serving the new
development focused on the rail station. Group B propose a ‘special’
public transport system running a loop through new development
with rapid and regular connections to the town centre through the
railway station.
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Figure 15.0
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Figure 16.0
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Figure 17.0
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Figure 18.0
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An eastern relief road is proposed by the groups B, C and D. Group A
show level four traffic running along the eastern boundary of new
development.



All groups used the existing river valleys and associated vegetation
as a main structuring element to their movement proposals.

3.2.3 Identifying activity locations.
Figures 15.0 to 18.0 also indicate were the groups felt that different activities
would be best located. They were asked to indicate the location of uses and
services in relation to:
•

characteristics and distinctive features from the area mental mapping;

•

the spatial implication of their SWOB analysis;

•

the previous calibration of levels of integration & links and movements;
and

•

taking into account the overall consideration of reducing car
dependency and the support of public transport.

Again figure 15.0 to 18.0 represent variations on common themes. The main
common features are:
•

groups A and B proposed an employment area (group A called it a
hub) to the north of the area on the A510;

•

all groups identified the rail station as a main transport hub;

•

all groups identified a green area to the eastern/north eastern
boundary. This was referred to as a country park (group A), a
wooded edge with more tree planting (group B), a reclaimed area
for energy production (group C) and as Finedon forest (group D);

•

all groups identified the development of the Nene valley as a
regionally of nationally important ecological feature - an Eco and
heritage campus;

•

all groups identified the development of Chester Farm Roman
remains as a site of national heritage importance;

•

groups B and D identify several gateway site for redevelopment;
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•

groups B and C identified an employment area to the south west
of the area. Group C proposed this was developed as a science
park gateway to Wellingborough;

•

groups B, C & D indicated areas of highest activity (local centres)
clustered in the centre of the development area, based on the
junctions of their primary local streets – maximising their
accessibility;

•

local centres were shown across the area, serving
neighbourhoods created by the parcelling of the site by the
proposed street network;

•

all groups retained the green wedges formed by the existing
watercourses.

3.3. Summary of role delivery actions:
On completion of the mental mapping SWOB, edge evaluation, movement
and use analysis each group was invited to present their ‘pitch’ to the
workshop highlighting their key ideas for the area east of the town in regard to
delivering their aspirations for Wellingborough in 2021 – the town should raise
its image to be regional centre. Table 17.0 records the main points presented
by each group and provides a summary of the results of workshop day 2.
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Table 17.0 Final ‘selling points’ of the group role delivery plans – east.

Group A.

Group C.

1. Uses green infrastructure as an

1. [Change the name to] Oxbridge [pitch for

opportunity [in a] “Regional context”.

high tech industry, skills and education].

- Heritage centre;
- Country park;
- Knuston Hall;
- Rivers;
- Chester Farm;
- Field study centre;
- SPA.
2. Recreation area from reclaimed land fill

2. Nationally important ecology and heritage

site.

attraction – Nene valley lakes and Chester
Farm Roman site.

3. Well connected (ingbrough):

3. Gateway enhancement [entrances to the

- Buses;

town are improved].

- Non-car;
- Roads;
4. Innovative businesses.

4. Setting the agenda fro the region for
green living.

5. Energy efficient [development].

5. By pass to the east.

Group B.

Group D.

1. Town centre well connected out to the east

1. UK bench mark for urban/rural living.

through [the] station [via] a super shuttle.

- High quality sustainable design
context/connected to outstanding
ecology/landscape.

2. Region[al] park linked by public transport

2. Gateway to the Nene valley regional park.

hub with [access to] London and
Birmingham.
3. Investment hubs – major development

3. Finedon Forest – new, active native

sites and gateways

woodland.

4. Finedon by pass

4. Station as an urban gateway [and catalyst
for] economic activity.

5. Public transport to water park area.

5. Chester farm Roman site developed as a
regional attraction.
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In terms of helping to achieve the 2021 aspiration a summary of 6 key
actions for the east can be extracted from table 16.0 as follows:
1. Develop a nationally important ecology and heritage attraction
– Nene valley lakes and Chester Farm Roman site.
2. Ensure that development becomes a UK bench mark for
ecologically responsive, energy efficient, urban/rural living.
3. Relieve congestion and improve access by providing an
eastern by pass.
4. Provide Investment hubs for innovative business on major
development sites and gateways
5. Sell the concept of Wellingborough being well connected.
6. Develop a public transport system linking the town, station,
WEAST, green and heritage features.

3.3 Identification of other emerging issues.
At the end of the workshop the participants were asked to list any other issues
relating to the development east of Wellingborough that they felt were
relevant. Table 18.0 lists the emerging issues requiring further action in the
order they were received at the workshop – they are not in order of
precedence.
Table 18.0 Emerging issues requiring action – east of Wellingborough.
1. The impact of this extension of

15. Finance – investment and resources.

development on the borough/town of
Wellingborough.
2. The effect of this development on

16. Ensuring Wellingborough is seen as one

Eastfield Road and Senwick Road

town.

3. Is Wellingborough now two towns?

17. Site assembly – delays.

4. How to integrate? Community issues &

18. Full engagement of partners – transport

relationships. Culture.

& community.

5. How do you sort the A45/A14 link?

19. Management, use and impact [of
development] on ecology and green spaces.

6. Isolated pockets of residential

20. Contribution to education and skills.

development
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Table 18.0 Emerging issues requiring action – east of Wellingborough…continued
7. What is needed for community facilities?

21. Safety by design.

8. What is the balance between residential

22. Bike hire/jogging route.

and industrial development?
9. How can the growth support enhanced

23. Development density – mix of residential

retail development?

– size; type; tenure; affordability; lifetime
homes; assisted living.

10. How can you make money out of the

24. Relationship to town centre – how to

green infrastructure to make it sustainable?

promote connection.

11. Edge treatments need further attention.

25. Function and enhancement of Mill Lane.

12. Leisure facilities.

26. Transport – eastern spine road?

13. Infrastructure and formal community

27. Relationship with surrounding growth.

facilities – schools, health etc.
14. Bridge and Midland road connectivity.

28. Future residents – where from? Jobs?

Most of the issues raise are concerned with detail and will need to be
addressed by the stakeholders if the basic frameworks of ideas generated at
the workshop are to be advanced.
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